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Stating the obvious….
The plasma wave is generated by the drive laser
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Redshifted photons travel slower than the pulse front and cause 
power amplification

These photons drift backwards and contribute to  field 

behind the depletion region
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An experiment to study 
laser, electron and x-ray 
beams simultaneously
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Laser evolution determines self-
injection and acceleration behavior
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Model of laser evolution 
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Controlling the laser evolution by shaping the 
initial pulse profile

Model prediction

1D PIC simulations

Input laser pulse shapes

Electron density for calculations and simulations



Using active feedback 
to optimize laser 

pulse shape
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Algorithm autonomously improved electron spectrum through 
control of initial pulse shape

Electron spectrum before and after

Fully compressed pulse shape and 
optimized cases
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Machine learning used to explore multi-dimensional parameter 
space and identify interesting regions for further study
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Experiment with Long Focal Length focusing 
optic and variable length gas cell

Wood J.C. et al. In prep for submission



Large charge, high divergence electron 
beam injected at depletion length 

For depletion length 
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Extending interaction length as leads 
to a huge increase in x-ray flux

Wood J.C. et al. In prep for submission



Conclusion

• Detailed studies of laser pulse evolution are essential for understanding LWFA
• Wakefield amplitude and size can vary dramatically in a constant plasma density
• Great potential for optimization of electron and x-ray beams 


